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ISSUE TITLE/RESPONSIVE PROGRAMMING

1. Attorney General Virginia's race for Attorney General ended with less than 200 votes separating 11/7-11/27 - 45 Minutes
Recount the candidates.  That led to a recount, and while everyone waited for the outcome

both candidates set up "transition teams."  The recount affirmed the narrow
victory of Democrat Mark Hering over Republican Mark Obenshain.

2.  Deeds Assult A well known state senator was stabbed by his son, who then shot and killed 11/19-1/22 - 24 Minutes
himself at their home in Bath County.  Senator Cright Deeds survived, and the
incident has focused the spotlight on how Virginia handles emergency mental
health issues.  WFIR provided extensive coverage on the incident and it's aftermath.

3.  Gilbert A few months after a Nelson County teen went missing, Lynchburg was jarred by 12/3-12/10 - 28 Minutes
the suspicious disappearance of another teen.  Unlike the Nelson County case, this
teen's body was soon found.  WFOR Covered the disappearance, search, and 
discovery of the body.  The investigation in to Jamisha Gilbert's death continues.

4. Governmental A budget dispute in Congress resulted in a partial shutdown of the Federal 10/1-10/31 - 36 Minutes
Shutdown Government.  WFIR reported on how this affected Virgina, which has lots of 

Federal workers in Northern Virginia and many defense industry dependents
in Hampton Roads.

5. Local Races WFIR looked at hot House of Delegates races and local contests in counties around 10/15-11/5 - 40 Minutes
the region.  Roanoke County saw three new faces on the Board of Supervisors.
WFIR covered the race with profiles of all the candidates, and looked at how the
outcome affects the balance of power on the board.

6.  Local Schools WFIR covered numerous issues facing schools, from security to test scores to 10/14-11/13 - 27 Minutes
possible school bus privatization in Roanoke County.  WFIR also looked at 
funding challenges facing local schools.

7.  Obamacare VA Tries to cope with the enrollment problems that have plagued the sign up 10/1-10/31 - 35 Minutes
website.  We heard from the navigators on numerous issues with the ACA.
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8.  Statewide Races Virginia elected a new governor, Lieutenant Governor and Attorny General.  WFIR 10/7-12/9 - 61 Minutes
provided extensive coverage of these races, including local appearances when
the candidates visited western Virginia.

9. William Fleming TB Health officials find one "active case" of tuberculosis at William Fleming High 4/10-5/13 - 13 Minutes
School.  That resulted in the testing of 150 people who may have been exposed. 
Early results from those tests turned up no additional active cases.


